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Distinguished Committee Members,
This is my first opportunity to address the Commonwealth's Appropriations Committees since I became
the 12th president of Temple University on July 1, 2021. First and foremost, I want to say thank you
for all you have done, and continue to do, to support the ecosystem of quality higher education in
Pennsylvania, and Temple in particular. I look forward to collaborating to accomplish aggressive goals
and objectives for the Commonwealth.
The Landscape
We come together at a time when higher education is at a crossroads. Our challenges include:

• Negative trends in enrollment due to demographics, and exacerbated by the pandemic;
• Perceptions of philosophical or viewpoint bias;
• Demonstrating the return on investment across courses of study.

We can address and surmount these challenges. And, we will continue to drive impact as an engine of
opportunity for our students, and economic impact for the Commonwealth.

Contrary to much of the commentary highlighted in the media, higher education is not under duress
because of its characteristics, or how colleges and universities are pursuing their missions. Rather, the
headwinds and friction reported on are all but inherent to the function of our institutions.

When we send our youth, our children, our future, off to college, we do so because we want them to
learn, grow, and mature. We want them to merge into and shape our present. This means that higher
education sits at one of the single most important inflection points in the living organism that we
variously refer to as "civilized society" or "the American experiment."

As a current president, I encourage that we engage a deeper conversation about what we-the state-

related universities appearing before you, along with the community colleges, state system schools,
and private institutions in Pennsylvania, togetherwithyou, ourelected policymakers-want to
accomplish for the Commonwealth and its citizens. I'm sure we will touch on this during the hearing
session, and more and more thereafter. My bottom line is this—let's push each other to find new
ways to do more for Pennsylvania .

What Temple is to Me
Temple is unique. We are a large, public, very high research, Division I institution, with a comprehensive
academic medical center, and located in a top 10 metropolitan market . I can tell you that we share those
characteristics with a very short list of universities around the country-four, to be exact. University of
California, Los Angeles; University of California, Irvine; University of California, San Diego; and the
University of Illinois Chicago.

This unusual collection of traits provides exceptional value to our students: a plethora of courses of
study; an urban laboratory in which to engage the most pressing societal problems of our time; the
richness of experience afforded by high-level athletics; and the arts, culture, and business that the
greater Philadelphia region has to offer. And we provide all these benefits at the lowest tuition of the
three comprehensive state-related institutions, while operating in the highest-cost environment.



As I Lead our community of nearly 36,000 students and more than 340,000 alumni into 2022, we believe
that Temple University is poised to achieve new heights of excellence and prominence. A crucial element
in the rock-solid foundation on which we are building is the substantialsupport that we receive from the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. It makes a significant difference.

To make Temple University more affordable and accessible for our Pennsylvania residents, we
effectively double the value of the state appropriation-most recently $158.2 million. As a result of this
investment, we provide every in-state resident a tuition discount of more than $13,000. Together, the
Commonwealth and Temple prioritize opportunity for Pennsylvanians.

The Path Forward: My Vision for Temple
In orderto adapt and thrive in a challenging environment, we must be flexible and open to change, and
we must focus relentlessly on our goals. Working with our leadership team and Board of Trustees, I have
established the following core elements of ourstrategy moving forward:

1. Leadership in the Future of Work and the Future of Learning. Temple will establish the premier
institute for the advancement of knowledge in this area, which is criticalto marrying the
education we provide to the economy of the future. We will examine our entire curriculum and
leverage our talented faculty to ensure that our students are the best prepared for the jobs of
today and tomorrow.

2. Be Loud and Proud About Who We Are. We will enhance our reputation by communicating
more frequently, more clearly, and more strongly that Temple is a leader and that Philadelphia
and the Commonwealth are destinations of choice for those who want to make a difference for
themselves and for society. Raising our reputation will increase the value of a Temple degree
for ourstudents and alumni.

3. Access. Inclusion, and Excellence. Temple has long battled with the balance between providing
opportunity to those who might not otherwise have it, and elevating its stature among
comprehensive universities in the nation and the world. Moving forward, we will not let this
tension hold back our aggressive pursuit of both goals. We will be both excellent, and excellent
at providing access to the first-generation, Pell-eligible, and underrepresented students that
are integral to the fabric of our community of scholars.

These elements are underpinned by a set of indelible values that have made Temple what it is today, and
which provide the foundation on which we will build to greater heights.

Core Value: Engagement in Our Community
We are embedded in the fabric of North Philadelphia, and we demonstrate the importance of authentic
commitment day in and day out.

Our Cecil B. Moore Scholars Program exclusively serves students living in the eight North Philadelphia
ZIP codes surrounding the university, and who attend Philadelphia public (district or charter) high
schools. We currently have 20-plus students in the program, and they are all receiving full tuition for
fouryears. It is making all the difference forthese future leaders.

In addition, just recently, we hosted the funeral for victims of the nearby Fairmount fire. This tragedy of
unfathomable magnitude left our community hurting. Someone needed to step up, and I am pleased to
say that in a time of need, Temple did not hesitate to lend a helping hand to its neighbors.

Also, during the course of the pandemic, we partnered with the University of Pennsylvania to manage
more than 300 nursing homes and personal care facilities and succeeded in driving down the mortality
rates in those facilities by 88%.



While we can and will continue to support our Philadelphia community, the region, and the
Commonwealth in times like these, we know there are many ways that they can help us, too. Whether
through corporate partnerships, connecting with the residential community or collaborating with local
policymakers, we are going to be intentional in looking for ways to engage. More than just institutional
citizenship, this work is immensely valuable to our students' education.

Core Value: Affordability
In recent years, Temple has been able to keep tuition relatively flat. In fact, for two whole years, we
froze tuition entirely as families faced pandemic-related challenges.

While Temple is healthy and stable, we continue to face challenges. In January, for instance, we incurred
financial losses when the surging omicron variant dictated that we delay the start of in-person classes
and move-in to residence halls by two weeks. The overall financial implications of the pandemic have
been significant, costing the university over $174 million during the past two years. Thankfully, we have
been able to mitigate losses through aggressive budget management-without layoffs-and strategic
application of the Higher Education Emergency Relief Fund (HEERF) support.

Despite setbacks, we continue to proactively assist our students in need. Approximately 18.5% of our
undergraduate revenue this year is allocated to financial aid, which is more than $100 million.
During this past year, we worked to strike the balance between a small tuition increase (approximately
+2.5%) and budget cut ( -2.9%) . That balance helps ensure that we do not impact students' educational
experience. This was Temple's first in-state tuition increase since the 2018-2019 academic year, and
without your support, would have assuredly been more.

We want all our students to make it through college with as little debt as possible. This is especially true
for our first-generation students, and we have several programs in place to help them.

• Fly in 4: One of the first programs of its kind in the U.S. when it was initiated years ago, Fly in 4
helps students stay on course academically and financially by offering a clear academic plan
for them to get to graduation on time.

• First to Fly: This campaign, executed through our Office of New Student and Family Programs,
promotes awareness of first-generation students.

• Temple First: Astudent organization that supports first-generation students, and a chapter of
the Collective Success Network.

Through continued prudent management, and innovative programs and supports for ourstudents,
we will continue to ensure that Temple is an affordable value for Pennsylvania residents and
allourstudents.

Core Value:Access and Inclusion
The Class of 2025 is our most racially and socioeconomically diverse class ever:

• Nearly 45% are students of color-up from 31% just five years ago.
• First-year Black students increased 23% over last year, with 831 enrolling.
• Hispanic/Latinx/Latine students increased by 4%, with 458 enrolling.
• Nearly 30% of our first-year students will be the first generation in their families expected

to graduate from college.
• Twenty-nine percent are receiving Pell Grants.

Our diversity makes us stronger, and further contributes to an environment that prepares students to be
productive, engaged citizens of the Commonwealth and the world.



Important Issue: Campus Safety

I would be remiss if I did not acknowledge the wrenching incidents of violence and loss that the Temple
community experienced last fall. Gun violence and crime continues to affect both the nation at large and
Philadelphia in particular. The murder of student Samuel Collington, in an apparent carjacking just a
block from campus in late November, made this phenomenon all too real for our community.

We continue to mourn this tragedy and are putting our full energy into increasing safety and helping the
city find solutions to reduce violence. The steps we have taken include:

• The university has partnered with the former commissioner of the Philadelphia Police
Department, Charles H. Ramsey,who will audit all of Temple's current campus safety services.
Ramsey's tenure as commissioner, from January 2008 to January 2016, saw the city 's homicide
rate drop 37%, while violent crime decreased 31%.

• We have launched RAVE Temple Guardian, a new one- touch personalsafety mobile app.
Students can use the app to connect directly with Temple University Police, enabling them to
request either virtual or physical escorts and to report any suspicious activity.

• I have formed a Task Force on Violence Reduction Strategies, which will be used to keep key
constituents, including parents and North Philadelphia residents, engaged in enhancing safety.

• Technology enhancements are being installed on campus including additional lighting,
cameras, and emergency phones.

• The number of Philadelphia Police Officers patrolling nearby areas has been doubled.
• New Temple police officers and trainees are being hired following January recruitment efforts.

So far, four new police officers are on patrol, six individuals have been hired as officers or
trainees, and 12 more already-trained officers have begun the interview process. With an
additional 70 applicants, Temple hopes to have a sizable number for its next police academy.

Closing
I want you to know how much we value all that you do for Temple University. While this is my first time
addressing you in this manner, please know how much I look forward to continuing to work with you in
the coming months and years.

In closing, I want to provide one finalsnapshot of this special place we call home, with a Main Campus
located at 1801 N. Broad St .:

• Temple is the second-largest university in Pennsylvania;

• It is among the nation's largest educators in the combined fields of dentistry, law, medicine,
pharmacy, and podiatry;

• It is home to nearly 36,000 undergraduate, graduate, and professionalstudents;

• It provides more than 600 academic programs in 17 schools and colleges; and

• In addition to its six urban and suburban campuses in and around Philadelphia, it has
international campuses in Tokyo, Japan, and Rome, Italy. Temple University, Japan Campus,
is also the oldest and largest foreign university in Japan.

All of this and more is made possible with your support.

I welcome the opportunity to connect with each of you to discuss the ways that our great university can
broaden and deepen our partnership to further uplift the goals of the Commonwealth. Thank you for the
vote of confidence given to our university each year. We deeply value your leadership as we prepare our
students for lifelong success.
Dr. Jason Wingard
President, Temple University



TTemple University
2022-23 Commonwealth Appropriation Request

2021-22
Anticipated

Appropriation

2022-23
Requested

Appropriation

Increase over the
2021-22 Anticipated Appropriation

$ %

Line 1 - Educational and General $158,206,000 $162,952,000 $4,746,000 3.0%

Line 2 - State Medical Assistance
Funding (PA DHS) $6,210,000 $6,396,000 $186,000 3.0%

Subtotal $164,416,000 $4,932,000$169,348,000 3.0%

Line 3 - Community Improvement and
Digital Enhancement $5,000,000 $5,000,000

Total $164,416,000 $174,348,000 $9,932,000 6.0%
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^ L TempleUniversity is a special place and part of my
vision is being unabashed about letting everyone know
about the high-quality education that this institution
provides.We aregoing to make sure that thefutureof
learning,which iswherewe are excellent is meeting
thefutureofwork,and we aregoing to prioritize
engagementwithour community.”

Dr. Jason Wingard
President T





TACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
Researchers at our R1 university switched gears during the pandemic to apply their expertise to
alleviate the crisis: conducting Phase 3 clinical trials for vaccines; identifying the COVID-19
progenitor genome, learning how to help those with substance use disorder remain healthy and
safe, and more.

We are 7th in the nation among universities with the fastest growth in research for the past 10
years, with FY 2020 total research expenditures of $299.7 million, representing an increase of
140.7% over the total for FY 2010.

Temple students are earning prestigious scholarships, including Goldwater, Gates-Cambridge,
and Marshall awards. As well, we were named a top 25 producer of Fulbright Scholars.

Temple's academic programs incorporate the latest research, are career-focused, and encourage
students to think like entrepreneurs.

The NCAA ranks Temple among the best in the nation in graduating student-athletes, with a 93%
graduation success rate.





TFUTURE OF WORK
Building on an existing platform of excellence,Temple is working to ensure curriculum across
disciplines prepares students for the workforce through real-world experiences, corporate
and community partnerships, entrepreneurial opportunities, and research to advance
knowledge about work and education in today's economy.

Temple's Student Career Services offers technology to ensure our students' resumes, cover
letters, Linkedln profiles, and even video interviews surpass algorithms, getting one step
closer to that job offer.

To enhance hybrid and remote working, students at the Fox School of Business are creating
virtual immersive worlds for employers and organizations to replace the one-dimensional
Zoom environment that many workers are operating in today.
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to see my community
get through this
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TCOMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Temple is launching the Center for Anti-racism Research, which will engage in scholarship
focused on dismantling racial hierarchy and helping people impacted by institutional racism.

Through Temple's Lenfest Center for Community Workforce Partnerships, we offer residents
of North Philadelphia free, net-neutral Wi-Fi. support efforts to improve youth and adult
employment opportunities, and provide access to digital equipment and digital literacy
training.

In addition to courses showing students how to get the most out of their college experience

and jumpstart their careers,Temple offers a full range of in-person and online summer
camps and literacy programs for K-12 students.

The Fox School of Business Accounting Department provides free income-tax return filing for
community members through the university's VITA program, a nationwide organization
regulated by the IRS.
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TACCESS TO QUALITY EDUCATION
We introduced new scholarships for students from North Philadelphia, such as the Cecil B.
Moore Scholars Program for nearby residents, and the Independence Foundation Healthcare
Scholars Pipeline Program for up to 20 nursing students in the College of Public Health.

Temple is launching an initiative to evaluate innovations and opportunities that close the
critical gap between skills learned in K-12 and college readiness, improving educational
opportunities, social mobility, and prosperity for students in underserved communities.

We work to bridge the gap between high school and college for School District of
Philadelphia students by offering enrichment programs and a course called Why Care About
College? to help students make the most of higher education and get a jumpstart
on their careers.

We welcomed our most diverse class in 25 years.

We offer free FAFSA filing workshops to help students gain access to financial aid.



TACCESS TO QUALITY EDUCATION

We directly match the$158.2 MILLION
STATE APPROPRIATION that we receive
in an effort to make Temple University
more affordable and accessible for
our Pennsylvania residents.

Through that appropriation and
our match, we are then able to offer
every in state resident student at least
$13,224 TUITION DISCOUNT.a
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TSAFETY AND WELL-BEING
Partnering with the former commissioner of the Philadelphia Police Department Charles H.
Ramsev to audit all of Temple's current campus safety services.

Launched the Temple Guardian app universitywide on Feb. 14, 2022. Temple Guardian
connects students' cell phones directly to Campus Safety Services during an emergency.

Convened the task force, which will be used to gather data on safety issues and to keep key
constituents, including parents and North Philadelphia residents, engaged in safety
enhancements.

The Wellness Resource Center offers year-round programming and wellness consultations to
help students manage stress and prioritize health and well-being.

Tuttleman Counseling Services provides individual and group counseling, psychiatric
services, skill-based therapy groups, yoga and meditation groups, and referrals for students
who need mental health support.





TCAMPUS LIFE DURING A PANDEMIC
More than 97% of the university community is vaccinated against COVID-19.

We created Zoom zones on campus, areas where students could attend virtual classes while
at Main Campus and offered many technology services to help students, faculty, and staff
easily access services while adhering to the four public health pillars.

We transformed campus to keep the Temple community safe when they returned to campus,
including de-densifying classrooms, as well as installing hand sanitizer stations and signage
that encourages healthy behaviors.

We have a robust testing plan on our campuses to keep students and employees safe and
healthy. Our testing plan is based on recent guidance from the CPC and the city of
Philadelphia.

We maintained a dedicated website at temDle.edu/coronavirus. which includes a COVID-19
dashboard.



. Thankyou for the financial support given to our
university eachyear. Wie deeplyvalueyour leadership
and partnership aswe prepare our students for
lifelong success.”

Dr. Jason Wingard
President
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